
NATO and Ukraine

The forces of Ukraine face a larger enemy and need plenty of help from NATO
with weapons, ammunition and financial support.

So far the leading money  donors, the EU and US, and the leading provider of
military items, the USA have given enough to Ukraine to be able to largely
halt and in some places reverse Russian advances, but not enough to give them
victory. There are strict controls and rules over use, stopping Ukraine using
NATO weapons outside Ukraine. A lot of the weapons given have been older ones
from stocks.

I have no wish to see a NATO/Russia war. NATO has a large superiority to win
a conventional war against Russia but victory could impose a high price in
losses before achieved. NATO rightly claims to be a defensive alliance so it
should continue to avoid provoking  war with Russia. Russia   has not invaded
a NATO country which is the trigger wire. War would of course follow were
Russia to attack a NATO member.

NATO led by the dominant US power needs to be clearer about its plans for
Ukraine. It is not good for Ukraine to be able to largely hold the line but
be unable to win. Clearly if the EU and US do will a Ukrainian  victory as
they say they do they need to expand weapons supplies greatly to show Russia
the West can win any battle of ammunition and weapons production. Putin has
turned to a new Defence Minister said to be good at cranking up Russian war
production. This is no time for the EU and USA to be reducing their
commitments if they both want a Ukraine win. The Ukraine war has shown NATO
weapons stocks were low and has led to more investment in weapons manufacture
and more orders for the armourers.

At some point there will need to be negotiations and a ceasefire. It is
strange how  current debates and US policy are dominated  by the  imperative
of a ceasefire in Gaza to end civilian deaths whilst preoccupied with
continuing and intensifying the war in Ukraine where civilians and reluctant
conscripts are also being killed.
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